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CAYMAN
DEMOLITION SHEAR



CAYMAN DEMOLITION SHEAR

TECHNICAL DATA 06R 10R 20R 30R 40R 50R 70R 90R

Weight  Ibs 1433 2425 4630 6393 9921 12787 17196 20944

A - Reach Inch 65 75 104 120 177 154 166 179

B - Jaw opening Inch 15 17 23 25 29 31 35 38

C - Jaw depth Inch 13 16 23 23 30 32 38 39

Excavator weight 2nd 
member/boom mounting Ust 4 -7 8 -11 15-20 22-31 26-39 37-55 44-66 66-88

Excavator weight 3rd 
member/stick mounting

Ust 7-10 11-13 20-30 31-43 43-55 57-72 77-99 100 -121

Cylinder recommended 
pressure Psi 3625-4351 5076-5511 5076-5511 5076-5511 5076-5511 5076-5511 5076-5511 5076-5511

Cylinder recommended flow gl\min  34-40 40-48 40-48 53-66 66-80 92-106 119-133 172-185

Rotation recommended 
pressure

Psi 1450-1595 1450-1595 1450-1595 1450-1595 1450-1595 1450-1595 1740-2030 2030-2320

Rotation recommended flow gl\min 4 4 7 7 7 12 13 16

APPLICATIONS

Scrap metal processing 

Industrial demolition 

Civil and naval demolition 

Rail demolition 

Beam demolition 

Run-flat demolition

Cayman demolition shears manufactured by Zato have been in use at 
demolition and recycling yards from around the globe for more than 30 
years. Zato shears are built to ensure the highest level of performance, 
efficiency and reliability. 
 
With a broad range of models ranging in size from 600 kg right up to 16 
tons ZATO has the right model to suit any application. 
  
Zato Cayman demolition shears are designed for maximum 
strength with minimum weight. Manufactured with specialist high quality 
steels that provide structural strength, torsional flex resistance and 
excellent wear durability while reducing maintenance requirements and 
downtime.
 
The unique design geometry of each shear coupled with the large bore 
and long stroke hydraulic cylinder maximises cutting power while the 
regenerative speed valve vastly reduces cycle times.  

With the correct configuration, ZATO Cayman shears can also be used to 
process aluminium profiles and bales with extraordinary precision and 
efficiency. 
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MAIN FEATURES

Technical data may be subject to change without prior notice and without any liability whatsoever by ZATO SRL.
All Cayman series shears are covered by a 12-month warranty.
All models can be supplied without hydraulic rotation.
All models are available with the option for demolition in deep sea water.
The data in the chart does not include the adaptation connection plate.
All data regarding excavator weight are approximate. Always refer to the loading diagrams on the excavators.

1 -  COMPACT FRAME 7 - ROTATION UNIT

Designed using specialist Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) and engineering software to 
provide the highest possible strength while 
keeping the overall mass to a minimum. 
All vulnerable components such as the 
hydraulic cylinder are completely enclosed 
and protected by the main body which is 
manufactured from high resistance steel 
(700MPa). Anti- wear steel (400HBW) is 
used for all high contact areas.

The 360° rotation unit is driven 
by a hydraulic motor/ gearmotor equip-
ped with an anti-cavitation valve to 
protect the rotation motor and gears in 
situations where excessive shear torsion 
may occur. 

2 - LARGE MAINTENANCE PANEL 8 -  CUTTING JAW

Provides quick and easy access for 
routine maintenance and inspection.

Large fixed jaw opening discharges cut 
scrap and prevents blade jamming.

3 - HYDRAULIC CYLINDER 9 - BLADES

Robust and oversized hydraulic cylinder 
with an oversized bore achieves excep-
tional cutting force from a compact 
design.

The blades are secured with counter 
sunk screws inserted from the 
outside of the blade holders. This 
protects the screws from damage and 
allows the blades to be removed even if 
the jaw becomes jammed.

4 - CENTRAL  PIN 10 - MOBILE JAW GUIDING SYSTEM 

The central pin is manufactured from a 
hardened chrome-plated steel rod and 
is especially resistant to bending and 
shocks. An advanced nitrogen cooling 
process is used on the pin before it is 
placed in the housing which ensures a 
perfect fit.

The mobile jaw guiding system, also 
known as the clutch, keeps the jaw 
correctly aligned to improve cutting 
performance and reduce wear on the 
blades.

5 - HEIM JOINT 11 - FULLY PROTECTED CUTTING TIP 

Zato uses a spherical Heim joint assem-
bly with roller bearings to attach the 
main pin to the mobile jaw. This allows 
for a small degree of lateral movement  
which prevents damage to the pin from 
slight misalignments of the blades whi-
ch could occur when maximum cutting 
forces are applied.

The mobile jaw blades extend up and 
over the jaws nose protecting it from 
damage. An internal blade seat dissipa-
tes cutting forces and keeps the blades 
firmly in place.

6 - REGENERATION VALVE

Standard on all models, increases cutting 
and cycle speed and prevents blade 
jamming by providing strong negative 
pressure during the opening cycle.
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